Water under temperature gradients: polarization effects and microscopic mechanisms of heat transfer.
We report non-equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations (NEMD) of water under temperature gradients using a modified version of the central force model (MCFM). This model is very accurate in predicting the equation of state of water for a wide range of pressures and temperatures. We investigate the polarization response of water to thermal gradients, an effect that has been recently predicted using Non-Equilibrium Thermodynamics (NET) theory and computer simulations, as a function of the thermal gradient strength. We find that the polarization of the liquid varies linearly with the gradient strength, which indicates that the ratio of phenomenological coefficients regulating the coupling between the polarization response and the heat flux is independent of the gradient strength investigated. This notion supports the NET theoretical predictions. The coupling effect leading to the liquid polarization is fairly strong, leading to polarization fields of ~10(3-6) V m(-1) for gradients of ~10(5-8) K m(-1), hence confirming earlier estimates. Finally we employ our NEMD approach to investigate the microscopic mechanism of heat transfer in water. The image emerging from the computation and analysis of the internal energy fluxes is that the transfer of energy is dominated by intermolecular interactions. For the MCFM model, we find that the contribution from hydrogen and oxygen is different, with the hydrogen contribution being larger than that of oxygen.